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Abstract— In this paper we introduce a methodology for the
segmentation of colour images by means of a nested hierarchy of
fuzzy partitions. Colour image segmentation attempts to divide
the pixels of an image in several homogeneously-coloured and
topologically connected groups, called regions. Our methodology
deals with the different (but related) aspects of imprecision that
are present in this process. First, the concept of homogeneity in a
colour space is imprecise, so a measure of distance/similarity be-
tween colours is introduced. As a direct consequence, boundaries
between regions are imprecise in general, so it is convenient to
define regions as fuzzy subsets of items. The proposed distance
in a perceptual colour space is employed to calculate fuzzy
regions and membership degrees. In addition, fuzzy segmentation
can be different depending on the precision level we consider
when looking for homogeneity. Starting from an initial fuzzy
segmentation, a hierarchical approach, based on a similarity
relation between regions, is employed to obtain a nested hierarchy
of regions at different precision levels.

Keyword: Colour image segmentation, fuzzy segmentation,
hierarchical segmentation, colour distance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Colour image segmentation, viewed as the process of divid-
ing the image into regions characterized by colour homogene-
ity, is one of the most widely used tools in image processing
[1], [2].

Many types of segmentation techniques have been proposed
in the literature, for example those based on histogram analysis
[3], clustering [4], split and merge [5], region growing [6], and
edge based algorithms [7]. Most of the proposals that fall in
the aforementioned categories provide a crisp segmentation of
images, where each pixel have to belong to an unique region.
However, the separation between regions is usually imprecise
in natural images, so crisp techniques are not often appropriate.
To solve this problem, some approaches propose the definition
of region as a fuzzy subset of pixels, in such a way that every
pixel of the image has a membership degree to that region [8].

One important problem related to image segmentation is
that of granularity of the resulting fuzzy partition. Granularity
issues are inherently present in image segmentation since num-
ber, size, and homogeneity of regions depend on the precision
level we consider. Let’s illustrate this idea with the image
in figure 2(A). At a high precision level we could consider
several regions into the turtle’s shell, corresponding to areas
with different brown colours. However, at lower granularity
levels we could consider an unique region corresponding to
the whole turtle. In general, when high precision is employed
we obtain ”many”, small, and homogeneous regions. As the

precision level is diminished, less, bigger, more heterogeneous
regions are obtained by joining together several regions of
previous levels. At the bottom, we have one single region that
covers the whole image.

To face the problems described above, a hierarchical ap-
proach to fuzzy segmentation of colour images is proposed in
this paper. The methodology works in two steps:� In the first one, introduced in [2], a collection of fuzzy re-

gions is calculated by using the region growing approach.
In this stage, a region is defined as a fuzzy subset of
connected pixels and it is constructed using topographic
and colour information, i.e., two pixels will be assigned
to the same region if they are connected through a path of
similar colours. A distance defined in the �����	��
�����������
colour space is used in the growth of a region both (i) to
select the pixels which will be linked in each step of the
algorithm, and (ii) to calculate the membership degree of
each point to each region.� In the second step, a nested hierarchy of fuzzy partitions
is calculated on the basis of a max-min transitive simi-
larity relation between regions. The set of levels of the
hierarchy corresponds to the different significant � -cuts
of the relation. The similarity relation is calculated on
the basis of a resemblance one (degree of compatibility of
regions) and using the idea of path between regions. This
technique is an extension of the one employed between
pixels in the previous stage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section
II the colour information processing used in our approach is
described. Section III summarizes the proposed methodology
to extract the collection of fuzzy regions (first stage). Section
IV describes in detail the proposed hierarchical union of
regions (second stage). Finally, some results and the main
conclusions are showed in sections V and VI respectively.

II. COLOUR PROCESSING

An important aspect to take into account in image segmen-
tation is the colour information processing. The most common
solutions in the literature are (i) combining the information of
each band into a single value before processing (for example,
the gradient), or (ii) analyzing each band separately and then
combining the results (for example, histogram analysis of each
band and subsequent combination). Apart from the difficulty
to choose an adequate criterion to pool the data, the main
problem of these approaches is the application of the same
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combination rule to the whole image, without considering the
particularities that appear in the comparison of two colours.
That problem is more significant in methods, like those based
on growing region, where the decision in each step depends
on the difference between pixels.

To process the colour information, we propose a method-
ology based on a distance between colours defined within a
perceptual color space. Although the RGB is the most used
model to acquire digital images, it is well known that it is not
adequate for colour image segmentation. Instead, other colour
spaces based on human perception (HSI, HSV, �����	��������������� ,
etc. ) seem to be a better choice for this purpose [9].

In this paper, the �����	��� ���!������� colour space is used. This
colour model has been developed on the basis of observer’s
judgements and it provides a measure of the perceived differ-
ence between colours. Specifically, it is based on Munsell’s
uniform space [10] and it is given by the quantities ��� , �!�
and ��� defined as:�"�#%$&$('�)+*-,,(.0/+1 $('����#32&4&4	56)7*988 .0/+1 )7* ,,(.0/;:���#=<>4&4?5@)A*B,, . /?1 )C*9DD . /E:

(1)

where

)F�HGI�J#LK G MN O )PGRQS4�T 4&4�U&U�2&'V T V U V G9WYX[ZX\X]Z ^`_]a;b�c`d O[e b (2)

with f , g and h being the tristimulus coordinates of the
represented colour, and f	i , gEi and hji the tristimulus values
of the white colour [10]. In this space, the �� value is a
measure of the lightness, while � � and � � define together the
hue and saturation of the color. Specifically, the �;� axis runs
from red to green, and the ��� axis from yellow to blue.

Distance between colours

The difference between two colour stimuli k and l , each
given in terms of � � , �!� , ��� , is calculated from:m � � �nkpo\l>�J#rq � m � � �]stWu� m � � �]stW3� m � � �]s (3)

For the sake of simplicity, we have left out the spatial
parameters �vGwo]x�� in the notation ky�HGwo\x�� . This Euclidean
distance within the �����	��� � � � � � � colour space is related to
the perceptual difference measured by human observers [10].

III. EXTRACTING FUZZY REGIONS

In this section, a method to obtain an initial set of fuzzy
regions, noted as z{ # |-z} X o�z} s o�T�T�T�o!z}�~�� , is proposed.
Firstly, a technique to calculate a collection of seed points,
noted as

{ #�� c X o c s o�T�T�T�o c ~�� , is outlined in section III-
A. Secondly, a method to fuzzify that set of seed points is
proposed. For this purpose, a membership function for fuzzy
regions is defined (section III-C) based on a distance between
pixels (section III-B).

A. Seed points

In order to select areas that hopefully may correspond to
structural units, seed regions will be located in the local
minima of the image defined by the equationm �;��kE�j#����@��� m � � ��kwo�l>�Fowl��A���&��kE� �
where � � �nkI� represents the neighborhood of k defined as the
set of pixels contained in a window of size ct�-c centered at k .
Let us remark that

m � , and consequently the seed point selec-
tion method, is defined on the basis of the colour-difference
formula

m �9� (equation 3) within the �����?�v� ����������� colour
space. In this paper, c has been fixed to � and the local minima
have been calculated over a window of size

V � V .It would be desirable for each object in the image to contain
a single seed, but this is not often the case. Indeed, it is usual
to find several seeds into the same object (which implies an
overload of regions). To solve this problem, some authors pro-
pose to discard seeds during the segmentation process on the
basis of some criterion. Apart from the difficulty to choose that
criterion, this solution could eliminate seeds corresponding to
zones of interest. In general, the main problem is that the
number and size of regions depend on the precision level we
consider when looking at images. As we shall show in section
IV, we face this problem on the basis of a hierarchical union
of regions.

B. Distance between pixels

Let �7��� be the set of possibles paths linking the pixelsk and l through pixels of the image � . Given a path � ��� ��A��� , its cost is defined as the greatest distance between two
consecutive points on the path:� ^ e _ �H� ��� ��#��A��G�� m � � � c o c W3$(�0� c o c W3$��+� ��� � (4)

where c and c WA$ are two consecutive points of � ��� , and
m ���

is defined in equation (3). Let �y���� �C� ��� be the optimum path
between k and l defined as the path that links both points with
minimum cost:� ���� # � c�� � O��� ��� �7  ��� � � ^ e _ �v� ��� � � (5)

Based on the previous definition, the distance between two
pixels k and l is defined as the cost of the optimum path fromk to l : ¡ ��kwo\l>�t# � ^ e _ �v� ���� � (6)

Let us remark that the distance defined in (6) uses topo-
graphic information (paths linking the pixels) and distances
between colours. In addition, it is sensitive to the presence of
edges in the following sense: if the optimum path linking two
points k and l pass through an edge (that is, a point which
separate two regions), its cost, and consequently the distance
between k and l , will be increased. That is because of the fact
that there are consecutive points, in the portion of the path that
cross over the edge, with a high distance between them.
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C. Membership function for fuzzy regions

The membership degree ¢"£¤0¥§¦n¨I© of a pixel ¨ to a fuzzy
region ª«�¬ is defined as¢t£¤0¥§¦�¨E©�%® ¯±° ¦n¨p²]³ ¬ ©´ (7)

where ³ ¬-µC¶ is the seed point of ª« ¬ , and
´

is a normaliza-
tion factor given by´ ¸·P¹§º-» ° ¦v¼½²]³ ¬ ©F²0¼ µA¾�¿ (8)

Using equation (7) we can calculate the membership degree
of every point ¨ µ±¾

to each region ª«�¬ . That allows us to
obtain the set of fuzzy regions À¶ ÂÁ À«�Ã ² À«-Ä ²�Å�Å�Å�² À«-ÆPÇ from
the set of seed points

¶ È»(³ Ã ²]³ Ä ²�Å�Å�Å�²]³ Æ ¿ . An algorithm to
calculate À¶ is proposed in [2] with a computational complexity
of É ¦HÊ7Ëw© , where Ë is the number of pixels of the image

¾
and Ê is the number of seeds.

IV. HIERARCHICAL UNION OF REGIONS

In the previous section we have described a methodology
for fuzzy segmentation. The membership degree of a pixel to
a region is calculated on the basis of topographic information
and a distance measure between pixels. In this section we are
going to use a similar approach to provide a methodology to
perform a hierarchical union of regions on the basis of their
resemblance and a given precision degree.

A. Resemblance relation

Definition 4.1: We introduce the fuzzy resemblance relation«�Ì§Í�ÎÏ between fuzzy regions in À¶ , i.e.,«�Ì§Í�ÎÏÑÐ À¶ÈÒ À¶±ÓYÔ Õ ²�®�Ö
to be «�Ì§Í ÎÏ ¦ ª«�¬ ² ª«B× ©J3·P¹§ºØ§Ù&Ú »�·�ÛÝÜ Ô ¢t£¤0¥&¦n¨E©�² ¢j£¤ßÞ�¦n¨E©àÖ ¿ (9)

Definition 4.2: We say that two regions are connected if«�Ì§Í�ÎÏ ¦ ª« ¬ ² ª« × © á Õ .
The value

«�Ì`Í½ÎÏ ¦ ª« ¬ ² ª« × © is a measure of the compatibility
degree between ª«�¬ and ª«B× . The resemblance between regions
plays the same role as the distance between pixels, i.e., they
give us information to make a decision about when to join
them together into a single region. It is easy to show that«�Ì§Í�ÎÏ is reflexive (since the membership function of every
fuzzy region is normalized), and symmetric.

A limitation of this fuzzy relation is that it considers only
those pixels that are in the intersection of the support of
both fuzzy regions. However, as in the case of individual
pixels, we should take into account the idea of continuity,
in the sense that given two regions ª« ¬ and ª« × , we could
find a chain of connected regions from ª« ¬ to ª« × such that
the minimum similarity between consecutive regions is greater
than

«�Ì`Í ÎÏ ¦ ª«�¬ ² ª«B× © .
An example is a gradation like that in figure 1. In such

a case, assuming that the resemblance between connected re-
gions is the same, it seems that there are only two possibilities

to build a nested hierarchy: to join all the regions or to keep
them all separate. Seeming natural, these decisions cannot be
adopted if we use

«�Ì§Í½ÎÏ . As a conclusion we think that, in
general, we should take into account topographic information
when determining the relation between regions.

B. Similarity relation

To comply with the idea of continuity, we have defined a
similarity relation between regions on the basis of the concept
of path between regions.

Definition 4.3: A path between regions ª«�¬ and ª«-× is a
sequence â äã>å«�æ\ç ²�å«-æ]è ²�Å�Å�Å�²�å«-æ\é�ê
with ëCìÂí such that å«�æ\ç  ª« ¬ and å«�æ]é  ª« × , and å«-æ\î is
connected to å«-æ\î]ï ç�ðßñ µ »�®&²�Å�Å�Åò² ë ¯Ñ® ¿ .

Let ó ÎÏ be the set of paths between regions in À¶ and letó ÎÏ ¬ô×tõ ó ÎÏ be the set of paths between regions ª«�¬ and ª«-× .
Definition 4.4: The benefit of a path

â µ ó ÎÏ isö Ì ËJ¦ â ©j ·÷Û@Üø Ù�ù Ãûúýüýüýü ú þ�ÿßÃ�� «�Ì§Í ÎÏ ¦ å« æ\î ² å« æ]î]ï ç © (10)

The benefit of a path is the similarity degree between the
first and the last region of the path, as given by the sequence
of similarities of connected regions. If the path is cyclic (i.e.� ñ����

such that å« æ î  å « æ�� ) it is always possible to find a
path with better (or equal in the worst case) benefit by deleting
the regions from

ñ
to
� ¯S® from the path.

Definition 4.5: We introduce the fuzzy similarity relation	�
 Ê ÎÏ between fuzzy regions in À¶ to be	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª« ¬ ² ª« × ©� ·P¹§º� ¥�Þ Ù����¥vÞ » ö Ì ËJ¦ â ¬ô× © ¿ (11)

if ó ÎÏ ¬ô×���� , and 0 otherwise.
Proposition 4.1:

	�
 Ê ÎÏ is reflexive.
Proof:

«�Ì§Í½ÎÏ is reflexive, so for every ª« ø µ À¶ there is a
path ã ª« ø ² ª« ø ê whose benefit is 1. Hence,

	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª« ø ² ª« ø ©�® .
Proposition 4.2:

	�
 Ê ÎÏ is symmetric.
Proof:

«�Ì§Í�ÎÏ is symmetric, and the calculation of
	�
 Ê ÎÏ

from
«�Ì`Í ÎÏ involves symmetric functions only (maximum and

minimum, see equations 10 and 11) so
	�
 Ê ÎÏ is symmetric.

Proposition 4.3:
	�
 Ê ÎÏ is max-min transitive, i.e.	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª« ¬ ² ª« × © ì ·P¹§º£¤�� Ù ÎÏ ·�ÛÝÜß» 	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª« ¬ ² ª«�� ©ò² 	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª«�� ² ª« × © ¿

(12)
Proof: Let ª« � µ ¶ , we shall show that	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª«�¬ ² ª«B× © ì ·�ÛÝÜß» 	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª«�¬ ² ª« � ©ò² 	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª« � ² ª«-× © ¿

Let
â ¬ �

be the maximum benefit path between ª« ¬ and ª«�� ,
and let

â � ×
be the maximum benefit path between ª«�� and ª« × .

Let
â ¬à×

be the concatenation of paths
â ¬ �

and
â � ×

. Thenö Ì ËJ¦ â ¬ô× ©J¸·�Û@Üß» 	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª« ¬ ² ª«�� ©ò² 	�
 Ê ÎÏ ¦ ª«�� ² ª« × © ¿
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Also it is obvious that �����! #"%$&�'� , and by equation (11)(�)�* $&,+.-/ �10 -/ �32547698;:<>=�?�@ABDC'E1FHGJI + �!2LK%M
M FHGJI + � ��� 254N6PORQ E (�)�* $& +.-/ � 0 -/�S 2T0 (�)�* $& +U-/�S 0 -/ � 2LK

It is well known that any V -cut of a max-min transitive
similarity relation is a crisp equivalence relation. In particular,
any V -cut of

(�)�* $& , noted W (�)X* $&�YJZ , is a crisp equivalence
relation in [\ . In the following section, we shall use this
property to obtain a hierarchy of nested fuzzy segmentations.

C. Hierarchical segmentation

From
(�)�* $& we shall obtain a hierarchy of nested fuzzy seg-

mentations ] $& 4 E [\%^ 0U_U_J_U01[\�` K , where [\�a 4 E -/ a ^ 0U_J_U_H0Jb/ ac�d K
with -/ ae  [f +hg 2 a fuzzy region. The number of granularity
levels,

*
, will be equal to the number of significant V levels of(�)�* $& , i.e., the number of different similarity degrees between

regions in [\ [11]. This is the seti W (�)�* $&5Y 4 E V ^ 0U_J_U_U0�V ` K
where V ^ 4kj , V ` 4l6POmQon (�)�* $&qp -/ � 0 -/ �'rts -/ � 0 -/ �  u[\9v ,
and V a�w V amxy^�z )  E j�0J_U_J_H0 * K .

For each V a  i + (�)�* $& 2 , a fuzzy segmentation [\�a will be
defined. Each fuzzy region -/ ae will be obtained by joining
together those fuzzy regions in [\ that are in the same equiva-
lence class of the quotient set [\|{ W (�)�* $& Y Z d [11]. Following

this procedure, it is obvious that I a 4~}}} [\|{ W (�)X* $& Y Z d }}} .To join regions, the membership degree of a pixel to the new
region is obtained as the maximum membership degree of the
pixel to the regions that are being joined. More formally, let

[\|{ W (�)�* $&�Y�Z d 4 n�� $&�� Z d^ 0U_U_J_U0 � $&�� Z dc�d v
Then �,�� d � +���� 254 6P8;:$� =�� @A�� � d� � $� +���� 2 (13)

For example, from the quotient set [\%{ W (�)�* $& Y ^ we obtain
the original fuzzy segmentation [\ . From [\%{ W (�)X* $&�Y1Z�� we
obtain an unique region that corresponds to the whole image.
The membership of each pixel to that single region will be
the maximum membership degree of the pixel to the regions
in [\ .

Once we have defined the different levels -\ a , we shall
show that they form a nested fuzzy hierarchy; it is well
known that the V -cuts of a fuzzy relation are nested, i.e., let)  E1� 0J_U_J_H0 * K be a level of ] $& and � $&5� Z de  �[\%{ W (�)�* $&5YJZ d .Then, there exists a set E1� ^ 0J_U_U_U0 ��� K with j����9� I ah��^ such
that � $&�� Z de 4 ����� ^ � $&�� Z d���� R¡ (14)

The following proposition follows:

A

D

E

B

C

1

2

4

5

3

2

1

1

1

Fig. 1. A synthetic example with similar regions. (A) Original image.
(B) Initial fuzzy regions corresponding to the first level of the hierarchy.
(C) Fuzzy regions at a high level of the hierarchy. (D) 3D representation
of the membership degrees corresponding to the region 1 in (B). (E) 3D
representation of the membership degrees corresponding to the region 1 in
(C)

Proposition 4.4: ] $& is a nested fuzzy hierarchy of seg-
mentations. In particular, for every -/ ae  -\�a with

)  E j¢0U_J_U_T0 *u£ j�K there exists b/ aRx�^   b\ amxy^ such that -/ aeo¤ b/ amxy^ 
(the inclusion is in the sense of lesser degree, i.e.,

�¥�� d � +�� 2¦��#§� dR¨©�ª +�� 2 z �  g ).
Proof: Immediate from (13) and (14).

V. RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 show two examples with the resulting
segmentation obtained by our hierarchical approach. In both
cases, the figure contains (i) the original image, (ii) the initial
segmentation corresponding to the first stage of the algorithm,
and (iii) some segmentations corresponding to different levels
of the hierarchy. To display the results, the segmentation has
been ”defuzzified” allocating each pixel in the region for
which it has the highest membership degree. By the side, a
three-dimensional representation of the membership degrees
corresponding to one of the fuzzy region is showed.

The image of figure 1 presents a synthetic example with
four hexagons with a gradation in its colours. At the first
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level of the hierarchy (figure 1(B)), five regions are detected,
corresponding to the background and the four homogeneous
areas in the center. If the precision level is diminished, the
four central areas are joint as an unique region (figure 1(C)).
For the first level, figure 1(D) shows a three-dimensional
representation of the membership degrees of the fuzzy region
labeled as 1. Due to the degradation of colours, there is a
decreasing of the membership degrees along the sequences
of hexagons (from region 1 to region 4). This reveals the
use of topographic information (paths between pixels) in the
extraction of fuzzy regions. In a similar way, figure 1(E)
illustrates the three-dimensional representation associated to
the region 1 of the segmentation presented in 1(C).

The figure 2 shows a real image where different levels
of precision are detected by our approach. At the first level
(figure 2(B)), several regions are extracted associated to areas
with different colours (for example, into the turtle’s shell).
At the level represented in figure 2(C), corresponding to the« -cut having «¬¯®±° ² , regions of the previous stages are
joint in larger regions (see the union of regions within the
turtle’s shell). In a similar way, figure 2(D) illustrates a higher
level of the hierarchy calculated with «³¬´®�° µ . Finally, at
lower granularity levels, an unique region corresponding to the
whole turtle is detected as shown in figure 2(E) (an « -cut with«�¬¶®�°�·;¸ has been used). A three-dimensional representation
of the membership degrees of the fuzzy region corresponding
to the turtle is showed in figure 2(F)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A new methodology to segment colour images by means
of a nested hierarchy of fuzzy partitions has been presented.
To obtain the fuzzy partition corresponding to the first level
of the hierarchy, a technique based on the growth of regions
has been applied. A region has been defined as a fuzzy
subset of connected pixels and it has been constructed using
topographic and colour information. To process the colour,
a methodology based on a distance between colours defined
within the ¹|º¢»½¼D¾,¿HÀ�¿JÁU¿UÂ colour space has been used. For this
initial segmentation, our experiments suggest the combination
of the proposed colour distance and the growing region process
improves the results obtained with the classical segmentation
techniques.

In order to obtain different levels of granularity in the
resulting segmentation, a hierarchical approach, based on a
similarity relation between regions, has been employed. The
similarity relation has been calculated on the basis of a
resemblance one, and using the idea of path between regions.
The results show that this new approach allows to consider
different levels of precision when we look at the image: at high
precision levels, several, small and homogeneous regions are
obtained; as the precision level is diminished, less, bigger and
more heterogeneous regions are achieved by joining together
several regions of previous levels.

A

2

B C

D E

1

F

1

Fig. 2. A real image example. (A) Original image. (B) Initial fuzzy regions
corresponding to the first level of the hierarchy. (C-D) Fuzzy regions at a half
level of the hierarchy. (E) Fuzzy regions at a high level of the hierarchy. (F)
3D representation of the membership degrees corresponding to the region 1
in (E).
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